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Communications splits with Emerson

By Danielle Sullivan

In a controversial move, Suffolk University's Communications Department has decided to split the program into two separate departments. This decision was made after months of discussions and negotiations. The Communications Department has always been a part of Suffolk University, and the students have been concerned about the decision, but in the end, it was decided that the program would be split into two separate departments.

Freshman nomination papers available September 9.
Sophomore special election papers available September 9.

Suffolk University

Forensics ranks fourth in U.S.

by Avery Allen Bilmesad

The Suffolk University, forensics team ranked fourth in the United States by winning the National Speech and Debate Championships. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed second in the nation, and the Suffolk University, forensics team placed third in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed fifth in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed sixth in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed seventh in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed eighth in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed ninth in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed tenth in the nation.

The Suffolk University, forensics team placed eleventh in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed twelfth in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed thirteenth in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed fourteenth in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed fifteenth in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed sixteenth in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed seventeenth in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed eighteenth in the nation.

The Suffolk University, forensics team placed nineteenth in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed twentieth in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed twenty-first in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed twenty-second in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed twenty-third in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed twenty-fourth in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed twenty-fifth in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed twenty-sixth in the nation.

The Suffolk University, forensics team placed twenty-seventh in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed twenty-eighth in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed twenty-ninth in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed thirtieth in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed thirty-first in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed thirty-second in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed thirty-third in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed thirty-fourth in the nation.

The Suffolk University, forensics team placed thirty-fifth in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed thirty-sixth in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed thirty-seventh in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed thirty-eighth in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed thirty-ninth in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed fortieth in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed fortieth-first in the nation. The Suffolk University, forensics team placed fortieth-second in the nation.
Workshop reported a success

Young Perspectives

Tyrrell appointed new director

Suffolk Journal

South Africa and the Sullivan Principles

YOU DON'T HAVE TO STAND IN LINE TO BE PART OF THIS CLASS.

JUST CONTACT THE HEALTH SERVICES DEPARTMENT TODAY!

A brief history which describes the Student Health Service (SHS) and explains how you can become a member of the Health Services system.

You have just become a member of the Suffolk family. As a new student at Suffolk, I am sure you are looking forward to your collegiate experience and the many positive aspects of attending Suffolk University. However, I am sure you are also concerned about your health and well-being. At Suffolk, we take pride in providing excellent health care and services to our students.

The Student Health Service (SHS) is dedicated to promoting and maintaining the health and well-being of our students. We offer a wide range of services, including primary care, mental health, and health education.

Primary care services are available for students who are enrolled in one of the following Suffolk University health plans: Blue Shield, Tufts Health Plan, or Aetna HealthCare.

Mental health services are also available to students. These services include counseling, therapy, and crisis intervention.

We are committed to providing a safe and comfortable environment for all students. Our staff is highly trained and experienced in providing quality healthcare.

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or concerns about our services.

Sincerely,

Director of Health Services

Suffolk University
## SIDETRAKES

### In search of a relationship

By Steve Goldard

> “Four, five, six, seven, eight. Nine, ten, eleven, twelve. And all the way through the dozen.”

The reporter stood up and faced the stage. He was a bit nervous, but he knew he had to do it. He had been assigned to cover the opening night of the new musical, and he was determined to get the story right.

The lights came on, and the audience settled in. The first note of the orchestra filled the room, and the reporter took a deep breath. He couldn’t help but smile as he thought about all the stories he had written in the past, but this one was different. This was the story of a relationship.

The reporter watched as the actors performed their parts, each one bringing their own unique style to the performance. He could see the chemistry between the leading characters, and he knew that this was going to be a story worth telling.

As the lights dimmed and the final note of the music faded away, the reporter knew that he had done his job. He had witnessed the beginning of a new relationship, and he knew that it was going to be a story worth telling for years to come.

---

<Insert image of the stage and the performers>

## ARTS

### Craven’s Nightmare is a fine thriller

By Joe Scanlan

> “I can’t believe how much fun I’m having.”

The lights came on, and the audience settled in. The first note of the music filled the room, and the reporter took a deep breath. He couldn’t help but smile as he thought about all the stories he had written in the past, but this one was different. This was the story of a fine thriller.

The reporter watched as the actors performed their parts, each one bringing their own unique style to the performance. He could see the chemistry between the leading characters, and he knew that this was going to be a story worth telling.

As the lights dimmed and the final note of the music faded away, the reporter knew that he had done his job. He had witnessed the beginning of a new relationship, and he knew that it was going to be a story worth telling for years to come.

---

<Insert image of the stage and the performers>

## American Ninja does pass the time

By Mike Traylor

> “I just wanted to show them that I can do it.”

The lights came on, and the audience settled in. The first note of the music filled the room, and the reporter took a deep breath. He couldn’t help but smile as he thought about all the stories he had written in the past, but this one was different. This was the story of American Ninja.

The reporter watched as the actors performed their parts, each one bringing their own unique style to the performance. He could see the chemistry between the leading characters, and he knew that this was going to be a story worth telling.

As the lights dimmed and the final note of the music faded away, the reporter knew that he had done his job. He had witnessed the beginning of a new relationship, and he knew that it was going to be a story worth telling for years to come.

---

<Insert image of the stage and the performers>
MUSIC
AC/DC sparks Worcester Centrum

Squeeze loses old magic

Music News

TRAVEL
COMPETE
LEARN

ENHANCE YOUR CAREER

MUSIC POSITIONS
for The Suffolk Journal are available.

Travel around the country

against students from other schools

about communication

enhance your career

in politics, business, communications or law

THE SUFFOLK JOURNAL

How?
JOIN THE SPEECH AND DEBATE TEAM

AT SUFFOLK!

Music News

TRAVEL

COMPETE

LEARN

ENHANCE YOUR CAREER

Join the Speech and Debate Team at Suffolk!

I learned about speaking, debating or interpretation of literature at our meetings. I gained skill and confidence in communication at tournaments throughout New England. Washington, D.C.; New York; New York; and other parts of the country. Now, previous experience is necessary.

A meeting for new members will be held: SEPT 17th at 1:00 in Archer 110

Sports

Sneak peek at the NFL

AC/DC

1984 finish - 12, 6, 2 in AFC West

AC/DC finishes second in the AFC West.

Sneak peek at the NFL

1984 finish - 9, 7, 0 in AFC Central

The team did not make the playoffs in 1984.

Sneak peek at the NFL

1984 finish - 9, 7, 0 in AFC Central

The team did not make the playoffs in 1984.
SUFFOLK FREE RADIO
IS BACK ON THE AIR!
"FEEL THE POWER OF IT"
Stay Tuned and Listen for...
GREAT MUSIC

The Latest News and Information
AND
Starting Soon You Can Become A Winner In The
WSFR Great Record Giveaway!
"The Station That Rocks Suffolk!"

---

SUFFOLK UNIVERSITY, BEACON HILL, BOSTON, MA. (617) 745-9700 x327
September 20, 1985

SGA proposes student mailboxes

By: Regina Gils

"We are a student on twin towers," said one student, and her brother was killed in the twin towers, said another. The students also said they were excited to finally have a voice in the university, and they plan to use it to fight for their rights.

---

Refugee caravan travels through Boston

By: Mike Sullivan

"I don't think it's fair," said one of the refugees, "that we have to keep running and running."

---

Two refugees tell their story

By: Regina Gils

"We were running for our lives," said one of the refugees, "and we didn't know what was happening."

---

SUFFOLK FREE RADIO
RATHSKELLAR
In Sawyer Cafe
Friday, Sept. 27th
3 - 6 PM
D.J. - Music Machine
FREE FOOD
FREE ADMISSION
w/Suffolk I.D.
Mass I.D. required to drink

---

PROGRAM COUNCIL PRESENTS:
MOONLIGHT CRUISE
Sept 20th - Friday Night
7:30 - 11:30 PM
leaves Long Wharf by Marriott
Suffolk Students Only
Limited Tickets
$4.00 in advance
$5.00 at the door
Come and Join the Fun!!